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1 NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 
TECHNICAL NOTE 2485 
PILOT ESCAPE FROM SPINNING AIRPLANES AS 
DETERMINED FROM FREE-SPINNING-TVNNEL TESTS I 
By Stanley H. Scher 
SUMMARY 
Pilot-escape tests have been made for 21 models of fighter, torpedo-
bomber, scout-bomber, and trainer airplanes spinning in the Langley 
20-foot free-spinning tunnel. A model of a pilot was released from the 
outboard side (left side in a spin to the pilot's right) and. from the 
inboard side of the cockpit of each model during both flat and steep spins, 
and the subsequent relative paths of the model and pilot were observed. 
Analysis of the test results indicated that, if a pilot finds it 
necessary to leave a spinning airplane , it would generally be better for 
him to bailout of the outboard side of the cockpit than to bai lout of 
the inboard side. For airplanes with cockpits located forward of the 
leading edge of the wing, the pilot's chances of clearing all parts of 
the airplane by bailing out appeared to be poorer than for airplanes with 
cockpits located rearward of the leading edge of the wing. It was found 
thRt the path followed by a man after leaving a spinning airplane can be 
calculated if the angle of attack and t he r ates of descent and. rotation 
of the a irplane are known. For the types of airplanes covered by this 
experimental i nvesti gatj on, analysis i ndicates that the centrifugal force 
which would act on a pilot during a spin would probably not prevent him 
from leaving the cockpit. 
INTRODUCTION 
Safe pilot exit from aircraft during an emergency in flight is a 
problem of great importance. This problem includes safe escape from 
spinning alrplanes. Tests in which models of pilots were released from 
spinning airplane models have been made in the Langley 20-foot free-
spinning tunnel in connection with spin tests of models of specific 
service airplanes. The results of these tests have been collected and 
analyzed in en attemut to establish a criterion for determining from which 
s1de the pilot of a spinning a i rplane should attempt an emergency escape. 
ISupersedes the recently declassified NACA RM LBD28) "Pilot Escape 
from Spinning Airplanes as Determined from Free -Spinning-Tunnel Tests" by 
Stanley H. Scher, 1948 . 
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Twenty-one models were tested, covering a range of low-wing and 
mldwing military airplanes ccnsidered to be in the spinning category. 
One of the models tested had a 350 sweptback wing. For the tests, a 
pilot model was released from the fuselage at the outboard side (left 
side in a spin to the pilot's r i ght) and then at the inboard side of 
the cockpit of each model during both flat and steep spins, and the 
subsequent path taken by the pilot was noted. For two of the mode l s 
tested, the pilot was released from two fuselage positions corresponding 
to alternate cockpit locations on the airplane. 
Calculations were made of the approximate path t aken by the pilot 
rel~tive to a typical spinning airplane for comparison with the model 
test results. 
The centripetal accelerations that would act on pilots during spins 
of the airplanes simulated were calculated and compared with avai l able 
experimental data which show the limitation of such forces on a man's 
ability to move his body in a direction similar to that requi red in 
bailing out of an a i rplane. 
SYMBOLS 
Airplane symbols: 
b 
x/c 
z!c 
m 
p 
wing span, feet 
~~ng area, square feet 
mean aerodynamic chord, feet 
ratio of distance of cent er of gravity rearward of 
leading edge of mean aerodynamic chord to mean 
aerodynamic chord 
ratio of distance between center of gravity and fuselage 
reference line to mean aerodynamic chord, positive 
when center of gravity is below fuse l age reference 
line 
mass of airplane, slugs 
moment s of inert i a about X, Y, and Z body axes, 
respectively, slug-feet2 
air density, slugs per cubic foot 
relative density of airplane (~ 
pSwb) 
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Pilot symbols: 
D 
CD.; 
R 
g 
w 
t 
angle between fuselage reference line and vertical 
axis of the tunnel (approx. equal to absolute 
value of angle of attack at plane of symmetry), 
degrees 
full-scale true rate of airplane vertical descent, 
feet per second 
full-scale angular velocity of airplane about spin 
axiS, revolutions per second or radians per second 
drag of pilot, pounds 
frontal area of pilot, square feet 
vertical drag coerricient o~ Pilot~ D2 ~ 
\~v So/ 
horizontal drag coefficient of Pilot~ D J P:v 2S 2 h P 
3 
instantaneous vertical velocity of pi lot, feet per second 
instantaneous horizontal velocity of pilot, fee t per second 
terminal vertical velocity of pilot at 15,000 feet 
(202 ft/sec) 
distance from spin axis to pilot, feet 
standard acceleration due to gravity (32.17 ft/sec 2) 
weight of pilot and parachute (200 lb) 
vertical component of acceleration of pilot during 
descent, feet per second per second 
horizontal component of acceleration of pilot during 
descent, feet per second per second 
increment of time, eec onds 
vertical component of path traveled by pilot in i nc rement 
of time, feet 
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horizontal component of path traveled by pilot in 
increment of time, feet 
centripetal acceleration acting on pilot during steady 
spin of airplanes simulated in model tests 
APPARATUS AND METHODS 
Models 
The modele used for the tests were modele of military airplanes, 
ranging in scale from 1/25 to 1/14, and were prepared for test i ng by the 
Langley Laboratory. Three-view sketches of the models tested with ful l -
scale dimens i ons of the airplanes represented are shown in figure 1. 
Propellers were not s i mulated on any of the models because a previous 
investigat i on ha s indi cated t hat windmilling propellers have little effect 
on model spin and recovery characteristics. Propellers have, however, 
been included i n the sketches of f i gure 1 for the purpose of aiding in 
the interpretation and application of the pilot-escape test results. The 
pilot models were bui lt of wood and were scaled down in di mensions and 
we i ght according t o the scale of their respect i ve models to represent an 
average pilot and parachute ( 200 Ib). 
Mos t of t he airplane mode l s and the pi lot models were ballasted wi th 
lead weights to obta in dynamic similari t y to the respective a i rplane and 
pilot at an altitude of 15,000 feet (p = 0.001496 slug/cu ft). For 
mode l 10, hpwever, a test altitude of 10,000 feet was used because of the 
relat ively low service ce i ling of the s i mulated airplane. For models 11 , 
12, and 17, test alti tudes of 25,000, 20,000, and 20,000 fee t , respec-
tively, were used because heavy model constructi on made it impractical 
to ballast these models to simulate t he airplanes at 17,000 feet. 
A remote-control mechanism was install ed in t he models to release 
the pilot. 
Wind-Tunnel and Testing Techni que 
The tests were performed in the Langley 2O-foot free-spinning tunnel, 
the operation of which is similar to that of the Langley 15-foot free-
spinning tunnel described in reference 1, except that the models are 
launched by hand with spinning r otat i on r ather than launched by spindle. 
For the pilot-escape tests, the tunnel vertical air-stream veloc i ty 
was adjusted to support the free-spinning airplane model. A model is 
shown spinning in the Langley 20-foot free-spinning tunnel in figure 2. 
The pilot model was secured outside the fuselage structure of each spinning 
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model at the outboard and again at the inboard panopy juncture. The 
pilot was merely released from these positions while the model was in a 
flat spin and again while in a steep spin. Consideration was given to 
the method of forcibly ejecting the model p:!.lot to simulate a possible 
jumping force th~t a man might be able to exert, but the results of such 
tests would probably present no better indica.tion of proper bail-out 
procedure than the simpler pilot-release tests. Because the high rate 
of vertical descent of some of the models during steep spins exceeded 
the airspeed available in the tunnel, the final steep spin ~ttitude 
couli not be obtained; thus, the pi lot model was released while the 
model descended in the tunnel and before all the applied launching 
rotation had been damped. Moving pictures vere made of all the tests. 
After each release, the path taken by the pilot with respect to the 
moiel was noted until the pilot was definitely clear of all pa~s of the 
model surfaces or until he had been struck by a part of the model. In 
addition, in analyzing the results of the tests of the designs which 
included propellers, consideration was given to the path of the pilot 
relative to the propeller disk. For those condit1ons in which the pilot, 
upon being released from a given slde of the cockpit, was observed to 
clear all parts of a model in a consistent manner by a margin of at lea.st 
3 feet (full scale), a man co~ld probably make a safe escape from the 
corresponding full-scale airplane by bailing out of the same side of the 
cockpit. Results were considered consistent if the Pilot's path relative 
to the model did not vary for at least four releases for each condit ion 
tested. 
TEST CONDITIONS 
The steady-spin parameters which were obtained in the Langley 2O-foot 
free-spinning tunnel for the model spinning conditions for which the pilot-
release tests were made are presented in table I in terms of the full-
scale airplane values. Information is presented in table IT which shows 
the ran~e of mass characteristics of the models used during the tests and 
which may be uAeful in applyin~ the test results to various airplane 
designs not specifically covered in the present investi~~t~on. ' As noted 
in references 2, 3, and 4, model tests ha.ve indicated that. t he 5.IIlOtmt 
and the arranRement of mass in an ~irp~a.ne usually influences its spin-
ning characteristics, and the tests and analysis of the present investi-
gation tndtcate that the spinning characteristics in turn ~ffect the exact 
path a man's body would follow if he bailed out of an airplane durinR a 
spin. 
The control surfaces of the airplane models were adjusted and held 
constant at vru.ues with1fi the maximum ranges of control deflections for 
the airplanes represen ted in such a manner as to obtain the flat and steep 
spins desired for making the pilot-release tests. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The results of the model pilot-release tests are presented in 
table III. Inasmuch as the location of the cockpit with respect to the 
wing greatly influenced the results, the experimental tests are discussed 
in two sections, which correspond to models with cockpits located rear-
ward and forward, respectively, of the fuselage juncture of the leading 
edge of the wing. 
Experimental Results with Cockpit Rearward of Wing Leading Edge 
(Models 1 to 13) 
Pilot release from outboard side of spinning model.- When the pilot 
was released during both flat and steep spins from the outboard side of 
a cockpit located rearward of the wing leadin~ edge (models 1 to 13), 
the paths the pilot followed were generally similar. When the vertical 
descent velocity of the spinning model was greater than the terminal 
velocity of the released pilot, the pilot decelerated and went above the 
airplane model; when the vertical descent velocity of the spinning model 
was less than the terminal velocity of the released pilot, the pilot 
accelerated and went below the airplane model. The horizontal motion of 
the pilot carried him over the trailing edge of the outboard wing near 
the fuselage and under the rear part of the fuselage or under the outboard 
side of the horizontal tail which passed over the pilot as the model 
continued to rotate. Usually, the released pilot cleared the helical 
cylinder being described by the rotating descending airplane model within 
one-half ttL~ of the model. A typical test made with the pilot released 
from the outboard side of the cockpit of model 5 during a right spin is 
. shown in the moving-picture strips of figure 3. The pilot went off the 
trailing edge of the outboard wing (frame 15, pilot hidden fram camera), 
either under the rear part of the fuselage or under the out board side of 
the horizontal tail (frame 18), and out of the helical cylinder (frames 23 
to 28), and thereby cleared all parts of the model. 
In model 7, the rear cockpit is located 80 far rearward of the leading 
edge of the wing that this cockpit is very close to the tail section. The 
pilot, when released from the rear cockpit, passed closer to the bottom of 
the horizontal tail surface than when released from the front cockpit. 
Pilot release from inboard side of spinning model.- When the pilot 
was released during flat spins from the inboard side of the cockpit of 
models 1 to 13, there wa s apparently some air-stream shielding effect on 
the pilot brought about by his position relative to the inboard wing and 
the fuselage. For those models which had rates of vertical descent greater 
than the terminal velocity of t he falling pilot during flat spins, the 
resulting flow conditions affected the forces acting on the pilot in such 
--------~--~~---------------------------- -------------- ---- -
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a manner that the pilot, when released from the inboard side, did not 
immediately rise above and go outboard from the model as he did when 
released from the outboard side. Instead, the pilot descended at about 
the same rate as the model for an average of about three-eights of a 
turn of the model after the release of the pilot; then, the pilot went 
upward and outward from the model . For those models which had rates of 
vertical descent less than that of the falling pilot during flat spins, 
the resultant forces acting on the pilot likewise prevented him from 
moving outward until after about three-eighths of a turn of the model 
subsequent to the pilot release. Regardless of whether the models in 
the flat spins had rates of vertical descent higher or lower than that 
of the falling pilot, the resultant force caused the pilot to move 
initially tow~rd the nose of the spinning models in a manner which indi-
cated that, if the airplane represented by the model was equipped with 
a single tractor propeller, a pilot jumping from the inboard sid3 of 
the cockpit would have gone through or passed very close to the propeller 
disk. The moving-picture strips of figure 4 show a typical result obtained 
when the pilot was released from the inboard side of the cockpit of 
model 5 during a flat right spin. The pilot, after being released 
(frame 2), went into the region of the propeller disk (frames 11 to 13). 
In some cases, after at first moving toward the nose and the plopeller 
disk, the pilot went over the fuselage while the model continued to 
rotate. The pilot then tended to follow a path generally similar to 
those taken by the pilot leaving from the outboard side. The initial 
delay in going outward, however, which resulted when the pilot was 
released from the inboard Side, caused the pilot to come close to parts 
of the model that he cleared by large margins when released from the 
outboard side. For example, it may be seen in figure 4 that af~ ,er 
leaving the region of the propeller disk, the pilot was nearly struck 
by the leading edge of the outboard wing as he passed under the wing 
(frame 19); also, it m~ be seen in figure 5 that the pilot, when 
released during a flat left spin from the inboard side of the cockpit 
of model 6 (frame 18), went slightly forward (frame 25) and then went 
over the outboard wing and was struck by the outboard side of the hori-
zontal tail (frame 31). 
When the pilot was released from the inboard side of the cockpit 
of models 1 to 13 during steep spins in which the rate of descent of the 
model was considerably greater than the rate of descent of the freely 
falling pilot, the results obtained indicate that the chief tendency of 
the released pilot was to go over the fuselage of the rotating model, 
up ani back toward the tail section, . and then out of the helical cylinder 
being described b.Y the model. For models 5, 9, and 11 to 13, this path 
brought the pilot into contact with the rearward part of the fuselage or 
with the outboard side .of the horizontal tail in the manner similar to 
that already discussed for the flatter spin and shown in figure 5. For 
model 10, even though the model was spinning at a steep attitude, its 
--- --.~~~--------------' 
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comparatively low rate of vertical descent caused the pilot, when 
r e leased from the inboard side , to drop through the region of the 
propeller disk. 
Procedure f or pilot e scape .- The procedure recommended for 
escaping during a spin from an airplane in which the pilot leaves from 
a cockpit located rearward of the leading edge of the wing is as follows: 
(1) Leave from the outboard side of the cockpit and attempt to go over 
the top of t he outboard wing and off the trailing edge of the wing and 
(2) leave in a crouched attitude in order to aid in clearing the under 
s~~ace of the outboard side of the horizontal tail. 
Experimental Resul t s with Cockpit Forward of Wing Leading Edge 
(Models 14 to 21) 
Pilot release from outboard side of spinning model.- For three of 
the models (15 to 17) when t~e pilot was released during both flat and 
steep spins fram the outboard side of a cockpit located forward of the 
wing leading edge, the pilot cleared the model satisfactorily in a 
manner similar to that in which he cleared models 1 to 13. For five of 
the models (14 and 18 to 21) when the pilot was released from flat spins, 
he cleared the model in a manner almost similar to the manner in which 
he cleared models 1 to 13. The differences were that for models 14, 18, 
20, and 21, the pilot went under instead of over the outboard Wing, and 
for model 19, the pilot brushed against the top surface of the outboard 
wing while going over it. The results obtained with model 21, which had 
o 
a 35 sweptback wing, did not indicate any appreciable differences due 
to the sweepback. When the pilot was released during steep spins from 
models 14, 19, and 20, the results indicate that it was possible for the 
pilot to go over, to go under, or to hit the leading edge of the outboard 
wing. The moving-picture strips of figure 6 show a typical release of a 
pilot from the outbo~d side of the cockpit of model 20 during a steep 
right spin. The pilot, after being released (frame 17)( was struck by 
the leading edge of the outboard wing (frames 20 and 21) • 
Pilet release from inboard side of spinning model.- When the pilot 
was released during flat spins from the inboard side of the cockpit of 
models l4 to 21, the pilot went over the fuselage to the outboard 
side while the model continued to rotate under him. The resultant path 
of the pilot then tended to be somewhat similar to the path taken when 
released from the outboard side; the initial motion of the pilot in going 
over the fuselage of the model, however, caused the path of the pilot to be 
displaced from the path t~ken when released from tlle outboard side. As a 
result , for models 15, 17, and lQ, the pilot was struck by the outboard 
side of the horizontal tailj for model 14 the pilot went into the region 
of the propeller disk; and for model 16 the pilot went either close over 
or close under the outboard wing. 
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When the pilot was released during steep spins from t he inbo~rd 
side of the cockpit of five of the models (14 to 16, 19, and ~O), t he 
pilot went over the fuselage. His path was t hus disp]acen. from the 
path t aken when re leased.. from the outboard side. A.S a resul t , the 
pilot was ei t her struck by or came very close t o the horizont.al tail . 
9 
The moving-picture strips of f igure 7 show a t ypical p ilot rel ease from 
t he inboard side of the cockpIt of model 20 durIng a. s teep r ight spi n. 
After being released (frame 14), t.he pilot went over the fusel 'ige and WFl S 
struck by the outboard side of the hori~ontal tail (frames 4? Flll~ 41). 
Procedure for pilot 9scape.- For spi nning fl.i rplRIles i n wh ich t he 
pi l ot is located forward of the leadIng edge of the wing, bailing out 
from either side of the cockpit appears dangerous. If the pilot were to 
leave from the outboard side of the cockpit, however, he woul d probably 
have a bett er chance of making a safe escape than if he were to l e llve 
from the i nboard s i de, particularly i f he can jump in a direction t hFlt 
would enable him to avoid be i ng s t ruck by the outboard wing . For airplane 
de signs similar to models 14 to 21 , wh ich i nclude many high-speed jet - and 
rocket-PQwered airplanes, it may be advisable as a safety factor to prov}oe 
for an ejection-seat or a capsule system which would t hrow t he pilot 88fely 
away from the spinning a i rplane, or to make proYisions which wouJd enable 
the pilot to move t o a more rearward location from whi ch he could bFlil out 
with a better chance of clearing t he out board wing. 
Calculated Results of Pilot's Path Relative to Spinning Airplnne 
An attempt has been made to show t hat when the steady-spin parFUlleters 
of an airplane can be determi ned from model tests or estimated from design 
data, the relative pat hs of the spinning airplane and of a man upon aban-
doning the airplane can be estimated. Esti mates of the re lative paths 
have been plotted for two spinning conditions of an airplane, typical of 
those considered in the present investigation. For slmplicity in calcu-
lating the approximate pat hs of the man's body f~lling relative to t he 
airplane, an assumption of independent horizon tal and vertical motions 
Wl.A made. Reference 5 indicates that , for t he brief peri nd of 1 or 2 seconds 
foll owing bail -out, t his assumption gives a very close npproximati on 0 the 
relative paths of an airplane and of a man after h~ving bailed out of an 
airplane in level f light; likewise for t his brief peri od, t h Is assumpti on 
should gi ve a close approximation to t he relative paths of a s pinning 
airplane and of a man after having ba : led out of the airpl~e. 
The initial vertical veloci ty of a falling man just as he leaves a 
spinning a l rplane Is the same as the rate of descent of the splnning 
airplane. In estimating thA subsequen t vertical positions of the man at 
in t ervals aft er leaving th~ airplane, his resulting accelerat ion or 
deceleration as his rat e of descent approached terminal veloc ity was 
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considered. The terminal vertical velocity of a man's body in a free 
fall at an altitude of 15,000 feet was taken as approximately 202 feet per 
second, which corresponds to an average value of 160 feet per second at 
sea level. (See reference 5.) The assumed terminal velocity of a man 
in a free fall is i n fair agreement with the indicated terminal velocity 
of the released pilot in the tunnel tests scaled up to full scale; this 
fact can be Been by a comparison of the full-scale values of model 
velocities of descent given in table I with the notations in table III 
concerning the vertical motion of the pilot model with respect to the 
airplane models after being released. 
Applying the equilibrium equation 
W = D = CD~v2Sp 
for the special value of Vv , Vt at 15,000 feet = 202 feet per se~ond, gives 
Therefore, 
200 
(202)2 
::: 0.0049 
In vertical descent, not at Vt , 
(200 - 0.0049Vv2)g 
200 
No experimental data were available for UBe in approximating the horizontal 
motions of a man after bail-out; a constant frontal area of 8 square feet 
for a man in a f1yin~ suit and a constant drag coefficient of 1.25 (drag 
coefficient of flat plate normal to wind stream) were as sumed; 
Cn~Sp ::: 1.25 X 0.001496 X 8 = 0.00748 
-n2 2 
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In horizontal flight, 
The initial horizontal velocity of a man just as he leaves a spinning · 
airplane was determined by Rn. 
11 
By using a step-by-step procedure - that is, by aSSuming the instan-
taneous values of ay and ah to be effective for ama.l.l increments of 
time and by letting Vv and Vh vary accordingly after each increment 
of time - the component paths of the falling man have been computed as 
follows: 
and 
For the two examples presented, rates of airplane vertical descent 
greater and less, respectively, than the termanal velocity of a man's 
body in a free fall were assumed. Four alternate paths taken by the 
man's body have been estimated for each spin. These paths started from 
four corresponding points of pilot exit, that ie, outboard and inboard 
sides of the cockpit for two cockpit locations - one forward and one 
rearward of the leading edge of the wing. The relative positions of the 
a i rplane and of the man have been computed at intervals of one-quarter 
turn of the model about the spin axis and are shown in figures 8 and 9. 
These figures indicate that if bail-out is made from either the inboard 
or the outboard side of a cockpit located forward of the Wing leading 
edge, there is danger of the pilot being struck by the outboard Wing, but 
that if bail-out is made from a cockpit located rearward of the wing 
leading edge, safe escape should be effected. As discussed previously, 
the experimental test results also indicated that bailing out of a cockpit 
located forward of the wing leading edge was dangerous. The experimental 
results indicated, however, that leaving the inboard side of a cockpit 
located rearward of the wing leading edge would not lead to safe escape. 
Thus, the computed results are not in complete agreement with the test 
results. The use of the equations in making the cam~utations was based 
on the assumption that the man accelerated vertically and horizontally 
immediately upon leaving the cockpit, although the test results indicate 
that such was not the case when the pilot model was released from the 
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inboard side of the cockpit located rearward of the wing leading edge. 
Accordingly, corrections based on the test results have been applied in 
computin~ the man's path after leaving the inboard side of the rearward 
cockpit and the recomputed relative positions are also shown in figures 8 
and 9. For figure 8, in which Va> Vt, the correction consisted of 
assuming that during the first three-eighths of a turn of the airplane 
following bail-out, the pilot moved downward to a point near the nose of 
t he airplane and then be~an to move upward and outward. For figure 9, 
in which Va < Vt, the correction consisted of assuming that the pilot 
did not start to move outward from the airplane until three-eighths of a 
turn after bail-out. The recomputed results indicate relative paths 
similar to those obtained during the experimental test results. 
These results show that when the stea~y-spin parameters of an airplane 
can be determined from model tests or estimated fram design data, the rela-
tive paths of the spinning airplane and of a man upon abandoning the 
airplane can be estimated. 
Effects of Centripetal Acceleration on Pilot of Spinning Airplane 
• 
Based on the data obtained during the model spin tests, the centri-
fugal forces that would act on pilots due to centripetal acceleration 
durin~ flat and steep spins of the airplanes simulated in the tests have 
qeen evaluated in order to determine whether the pilots could move suffi-
ciently to bailout of the cockpit~. In calculating the centripetal 
accelerations the formula ac = Rn was used and the accelerations are 
listed in table IV. The radius of each spin was computed by the method 
of reference 1. In order to bailout of either side of the cockpit, a 
pilot must move his body in a direction at right angles to the force 
resulting from. the centripetal acceleration. Reference 6 indicates that 
a man's ability to make such a movement is seriously restricted when the 
magnitude of the acceleration reaches 2g or 3g and that in the neighbor-
hood of 4g it becomes impossihle to do more than move the arms and legs. 
The values in table IV indicate that the force due to centripetal 
acceleration which would act on pilots during flat, fully developed spins 
of airplanes of the types for Which pilot-release tests were made would 
not prevent a pilot from bailing out of the cockpit. The calculations also 
indicate that for some steep spinning conditions, such as for a man in the 
more rearward cockpit of the airplane simulated by model 10, the accelera-
tion might reach values of approximately 3g which would make escape diffi-
cult but not impossible. The test of model 10 may apparently be considered 
an extreme case, however, because of its large radius of spin combined with 
a relatively high rate of rotation about the spin axis. As a spin becomes 
steeper, the radius of spin ~nerally increases and the rate of rotation 
about t he spin axis decreases, these two factors compensating for one 
another in determinin~ the centripetal acceleration. 
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Previous investigations of spins of large airplanes of types for 
which model pilot-release tests were not made indicated that accelera-
tions of 6g may be reached at the tail of the spinning airplane; these 
accelerations would result in a force which would immobilize a man (see 
reference 7). 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Based on an analysis of the results of pilot-release tests made 
from 21 models of fighter, torpedo-bomber, scout-bomber, and trainer 
airplanes spinn1 ng in the Langley 20-foot free-spinning tunnel, the 
following conclusions and recommendations are made: 
1. For airplanes in which the cockpit is rearward of the leading 
edge of the wing at the fuselage juncture, the procedure recommended 
for bail-out is as follows: (1) Leave from the outboard side of the 
cockpit (left side in a spin to the pilot's right) and attempt to go 
over the top of the outboard wing and off the trailing edge and 
(2) leave in a crouched attitude i n order to aid in clearing the lmder 
surface of the outboard side of the horizontal tail. 
2. For airplanes i n which the cockpit is forward of the leading 
edge of the wing at the fuselage juncture, bailing out from either side 
of the cockpit is dangerous. Indications are that the pilot w·:>uld have 
a better chance of escaping if he leaves from the outboard side rather 
than from the inboard Side, particularly if he can jump in a Qirection 
that ~'ould enable him to clear the outboard wing of the airpla:..le. Provi-
sion of an ejection-seat or a capsule system which would throw the pilot 
safely away from the spinning airplane may be advisable. 
3. It was round that the path followed by a man after leaving a 
spinning airplane can be calculated if the angle of attack and the rates 
of descent and rotation of the airplane are known. 
4. For the types of airplanes covered by this experimental investi-
gation, analysis indicates that the centrifugal force which wotud act on 
a pilot during a spin would probably not prevent him from leaving the 
cockpit. 
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Langley Field, Va., November 28, 1947 
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TABLE I.- STEADY-SPIN PARAMETERS OBTAINED FOR THE MODELS 
FOR WHICH PTIOT-ESCAPE TESTS WERE MADE IN 
THE LANGLEY 2O-FOOT FREE-SPINNING TUNNEL 
[Model results have been converted to full-scale airplane values] 
--
nat spins Steep spins 
(110° to 62°) «40°) 
Model Va a. Va n a. n 
(deB) (f'pe) (rps) ( deg) (fps) (rpe) 
1 44 224 0.42 ( a) a> 341 ( a) 
2 46 216 .41 27 300 0.56 
3 43 273 .46 ( a) a> 320 ( a) 
4 62 197 .49 ( a) a> 347 ( a) 
5 60 216 .47 ( a) a> 326 ( 11.) 
6 49 216 .43 23 313 .56 
7 60 189 .43 ( a) ~306 ( a) 
8 50 211 .41 --- --- ----. 
9 53 207 . 37 ( a) a> 340 ( 8.) 
10 
-- ---
.--- 19 211 .41 
11 ~8 210 .42 26 350 .38 
L.! 51 233 .38 25 326 .40 
13 45 220 .37 ( a) ~310 ( a) 
14 45 201 .38 ( a) a> 300 ( a) 
15 60 223 . 36 ( a ) ~306 ( a) 
16 43 260 .42 29 328 .49 
b:t7 58 197 . 34 --- --- -- --
~ 202 .34 --- --- ----
18 51 216 .)6 --- --- ----
19 46 244 .36 ( a) a >320 ( a) 
20 57 198 ---- (c) 300 (c) ( approx . ) 
21 40 254 .40 --- --- ----
a Because of high rate of ver tical descent, pi lot released before model reached 
its final steep att itude (appr ox. range of a from 15° to 30° ). 
b ~ Two types of flat spins obtai ned for model. ~ 
cParameters a and n not measured because of ext reme oscillations of model. 
TABLE II.- MASS CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MODELS TESTED 
~odel values have been converted to full-scale valueij 
~ ~ Center-of-Weight at test 
Model ( Ib) a t sea alti - gravity level tude l ocation 
x/r! z/r! IX ( slug- ft2) 
1 A, 860 13.~ 21.2 0.238 -0.~2 5,1~9 
2 13,818 9.8 15.6 .260 .060 16,~1 
3 16,391> 15.6 2~.9 ·300 .070 16,335 
~ 18,150 11.7 18 .6 :210 .040 16,692 
5 19,qq8 12·3 19·' .220 .070 27,445 
6 20,831 11.0 17.~ .268 .122 23,822 
7 14,961 9 ·3 ll1..8 .312 .021 1',5011 
8 9,5111 ).1·3 18.0 .268 .oo~ 5,720 
9 16,378 11.1 17.7 .~ .020 11,5~ 
10 3,808 ,.1 6.8 .~ ~9 1,e" 
11 19,280 7.7 17.1 .245 .014 22,6lI.5 
12 26,693 8.2 1'·3 .216 .064 52,472 
13 17,036 a .~ 13·3 .274 .073 ~,977 
ll1. 18,180 11.2 17.6 .212 .009 17,335 
1, 12,963 17·9 28.lI. .270 - .010 11,n4 
16 14,3110 19·2 30.6 .2~ .1~ 33,368 
17 7,873 8'.8 16.6 .2011 -.010 lI.,136 
18 12,392 13·5 21.~ .183 .069 7,8&7 
19 19,773 11.3 18.0 .265 .014 19,630 
20 9,262 18.1 28.8 ·330 -.076 4,133 
21 16,567 1'5 .6 24.8 .1q6 -.Os, 12,211 
--
Moments of inertia about 
center of gravity 
Iy 
( slug-ft 2) 
8,176 
22,639 
18,011 
~,,~ 
28,'lI.lI. 
31, 619 
21,903 
11,63' 
33,539 
2,7211 
39,81.2 
51,969 
31,949 
37,000 
14,9311 
13,839 
9,397 
15,957 
3l1.,044 
12,266 
42,218 
~ 
I Z 
( slug-ft2) 
12,642 
36,810 
33/519 
~1,81~ 
'3,641 
5~,321 
36,2110 
17,330 
42,211 
4,2~8 
58,957 
1011,000 
(approx . ) 
56,523 
,11,000 
(ap"l'l"Ox.) 
~,731 
45,0a, 
13,~1 
22,0,8 
,1,"7 
15,265 
'1,888 
f-' 
0'\ 
~ o 
:t> 
1-3 
2: 
I\) 
fu 
\Jl 
A'odel 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
.." 
c7 
8 
q 
''10 
clO 
n 
L 12 13 
apllot 
b pllot 
cPilot 
dpllot 
TABLE III .- RESULTS OF PILOT-RELEA'5E TESTS MADE IIITH MODELS I N THE LANGLEY 20-FOOT FREE-SPINNING TUNNEL 
fModela 1 to 13 have cockpits located rea:r.,terd of .... ing leading edgej models 14 to 21 have cockpHe located for .... ard of .... 1ng leading edge] 
n .. t .pine Steep spins 
Pilot releaBe~ from outboard. aide 
of cocr.oit 
Ver tical 
motion 
rel at i ve 
to model 
Up 
- do-
- do-
Down 
Up 
- do-
Down 
- do-
Up 
None 
~own 
d - do _ 
None 
Path after release 
Went over t r ailing edge of 
outboard vi ng, under rear 
fusel ag. or horiton tal tall , 
and out of h.lical cylinder; 
cleared model by adequate 
margin 
---------- ---do- ---- ------ ---
- - ; ---- --- - - -do-- - -- - - - - -----
--- - - - - - - - - - -do- - - - - -- - - - - - --
- --------- - --do--- -- ---- -----
-- - -- - - -- - -- -do- --- - - - - - - - - --
- --- - - - - - - -- -do---- - - - - - - - ---
Went over trail ing e dge of 
outboard \I -' n8, tmder rear 
f u •• lage or horitontal tail , 
and out of helical cylinder; 
cl .ared hori zontal ta 11 by 
smell.r margin t han Vhen 
rele ased from fron t cockpit 
Went over t railing e dge of 
outboard wing, under rear 
fuse lage or horizontal tatl , 
and out of he lical cylinder; 
cleared model by ad.quata 
margin 
-- -- - - - - -- - - - do--- - - -- - - -- - --
~=: =:::=:=:: ==;~: ::::::::::::: 
Pilot relea.ed from i nboard .ide 
of cockpit 
Vertical 
motion 
relative 
to model 
Up 
-do-
-do-
Down 
Up 
-do-
DoVIl 
-do-
Up 
Do"" 
d_do_ 
d-do_ 
-do-
Path after releaee 
P .... ed through propell.r diel< 
- - --- - -- - - - - -do-- - - -- -- - - - - --
- --- -- -- -- - --do--- ---- - - -----
---- -- - - -- - - -do- -- - - - - -------
- -- - -- -- - - - - -do- - ---- - - --- ---
Pa ••• d close to propeller 
diek; t hen vent over fuse-
lage and upward and vas 
.truck by outboa rd Bi de of 
horizontal tan 
P .... ed t hrough propeller dial< 
--- --- - - - -- - -do- -- -- - - - - --- --
- - - - - - - - - - -- -do- - - - - - - - - - ---
- -- - - - - - - -- - -do- - - - --- - - - -- --
~:::: :::::::: :H:::::::::::~ ~ ~ 
Pllot r.l ..... d from outboard . i d. 
of coclrn1 t 
V.rtical 
IIOtion 
,..,l .. the 
t o model 
Up 
-do-
-6.0-
-do-
-do-
-do-
~one 
b-do-
Up 
-do-
-do-
-do-
Path after release 
Went over troUing .dge of 
outboard \ling, under rear 
fuse l age or hor1 :r;ontal tail, 
and out of helical cylinder; 
cle .. ,..,d model by adequate 
margin 
- ---- - - - - -- - - do - - -- - - -- - - -- --
- -- - - -- --- - - -do- - - -- - - - -- - - --
- -- -- - - - - - - - -do-- -- -- - - - - - ---
- -- - --- ---- - -do--- --- - - - -- - --
- ---- - - -- -- - -do-- -- -- - - - -- ---
b ___________ --do- _________ ___ _ 
b ___________ --do- ____________ _ 
W.nt over tr .. Uing .dge of 
outboard ving, under rear 
fueel .. ge or hori zontal tail 
and out of helical cylinder; 
cleared model by .. dequate 
margin 
- - - - - -- - - - - --do- - -- - -- - -- - - --
- -- - - -- - - - - - - do-- -- - - -- - - ----
- - - -- -- - - -- --do-- --- - - - --- - --
-~~- I =============~~============== I -~- ! =====:= = =====~~=:======:==::= I :~~= I =::=;:::=====~~=::::::====:=: 
released from front cockpit ; see figure 1 . 
released ",hi le model vas steepening, but vas still 1.n !'9.1rl.7 flat 8ttll.ude vith 10\1 rate of descent . 
released from rea.:r cockpl t ; Bee figure 1 . 
released l rmnedi ately after launching .... hile model vas in fJf\t attitude; had not steepened to s pin indicat ed in table I . 
Pilot r.lea.ed from inboard .ide 
of co~t 
·r.rtical 
motion 
relative 
to mod.l 
Up 
-do-
-do-
-do-
-do-
-do-
bno"" 
bwone 
Up 
Do"" 
-do-
Up 
-do-
-do-
Path after release 
Went over fuselage, \Dlder 
outboard .ide of horizontal 
tall, out of helical 
cylinder; cleared model by 
adequate margin 
Do . 
Do. 
Do . 
Went over fuselage J \las 
.truck by outboard .ide 
of rear fuselage section 
Went over fuselage, mder 
outboard .ide of horizontal 
t .. U , out of helical 
cylinder; cleared mode l 
bp ..... d through or near 
propener di.k 
bwent over fuselage , vas 
elmo.t struck by 
outboard wlnll ti p; then 
\lent out of hellcal 
cylinder 
\lent over fuselage J \laa 
.truck by out board .ide 
of horitontal tail 
Pa •• ed through propen.r dl.k 
Do , 
Went over fuselage, "as 
.truck by outboard .ide 
of horitontal tall 
Do . 
Do. 
~ 
t.:I 
~ 
!J> 
f-3 
~ 
f\) g; 
\Jl 
f-' 
-.,J 
----
TABLE III .- RESULTS OF PILOT-RELEASE TESTS MADE \lIT1I MODELS I N TIlE L. NGLEY 20-FOOT FREE-SPINNING TUNNEL - Concluded 
lIod.l 
Ih 
15 
16 
"1 
f17 
18 
19 
20 
Flat spins 
Pilot r e leased from outboard side 
of cockptt 
Pilot rel.".od from inbolll"d e i d. 
of cockpit 
V.rtl clll 
aotion 
reJati ve 
to model 
Do= 
Up 
-do-
eNone 
fOp 
None 
Up 
Do"" 
Path after release 
V.rtlclll 
motion 
relatl"Te 
to .:>del 
\I.nt und.r l.adlng " dgll of Do\/Q 
outboard v1nS, \D1der rear 
fu •• l888 or horlzentlll tail , 
e.nd out of helical cyllnd.r 
vith1n en.-half t urn of t ho 
model follonng r.le".e; 
cl.llTod model by od.qUllt. 
mIlTgin 
\I.nt onr outbollrd vtng, under! Up 
rear .fueela8'l' or hori%ontal 
tIlil, lind out of hol1clll 
cylind.r; cl.llTod aod.l by 
" d.qUllt. mOlrgin 
------ -------do- ---- -- -- --- ---I -do-
e __ -----------do-------- -- -----I "Dovn 
f _________ __ _ -do--- ___________ ~ fOp 
\lent under outboard v1n8, I Do"" 
under rear fueelag8 or 
horltentlll t" n , IlDd out of 
heliclll cylinder; clellT.d 
mod"l by od"quau >aargin 
\lent ov.r outbollrd vtng, Op 
bruahod "gIllost top .urfllC e , 
and vent under rear f'ueelage 
or outboard .ld. of horl -
tontel teU 
\I.nt under leOldlng sdgll of Dovn 
outboard ving, under >:"'lIlT 
ruee1ase or hor izontal tail, 
lind out of hel1clll cylinder 
vi thin on.-h4lf turn flf the 
mod"l follov1n8 rel ..... ; 
c l ellTod JO:Jd.l by odeq""t.. 
mIlrgin 
Pat h after release 
Went OTer nose and forward 
near propell.r disk; then 
want under l .oding .dge of 
outbollrd ving I n eame 
lISlUler 8.8 when released 
fro,. the outboard .ldo 
\tent OTer f uselage and. vas 
.truck by outboard sid. of 
horitoot lll t"il 
Vent over noae, under or OTer 
leodlng .dge of outboard 
ving, ""d UDd.r horitontal 
tllll; cl.llT.d !>Cd.e l by 
IDI&ll mIlTg! n 
SWtmt OTer nose, under 
leOlding edge of outbollrd 
ving, and b.loy mod.l; 
reu.ined 10 h.ltclll 
cyltnd.r l ""8"r thllD vb.n 
rel ..... d frClll the. outboard 
f. .id. 
Went over fuselage and vaa 
.truck by outboard 8id. 
of horitontlll te.il 
Went over n08e, under lead1ng 
.dge of out!>oard v1n8, and 
beloy mod.l; cl.!lrOd mod.l 
by Old.qUllts margin 
Wont OT.r fu •• l888 and V&8 
.truck by oat.board .tde of 
bor1tootlll te,l 
Went OTer nOM and under 
leodlng edge of outboard 
v1n8; d id not leave hel1clll 
c;rltnder until one and one-
hIllf turn. of aod.l 
f olloving r.le .... _ 
s teep epirul 
Pilot r. l e".ed frem outboard .id. 
of coc1o>1 t 
V.rtlclll 
lIIDtlon 
relative 
to aodol 
Up 
-do-
-do-
Up 
-do-
P"th afwr rel .... e 
Went over or under l eading 
edge of outboard vtng and 
wder rear fU8el age or 
horizontlll t .. n ,,"d out of 
h.l1c lll cylind.r 
W.nt ov.r outboard Ying, 
under rear fwtelase and out 
of h.l1clll cylinder; cloared 
mod.l by a d" qUllt. margin 
- - - - - -- -- - ---do-- -- -- - --- - - --
HI t 1.Olding edge of outboard 
vine, or vent OTer Y1nS and 
und.r rellT fus.laBO and out 
of hsUclll c;rl.lnder 
Hit leoding .dge of outbollrd 
ving or vent und.r ving _ 
under rear fus. l 888 !lDd out 
of h.l1clll c;rltndor 
Pilot r.l ..... d t"raa inboard sid. 
of cockpit 
Vertic III 
.,tlon 
rel ative 
to mod.l 
Up 
-do-
- do-
Up 
-do-
P"th ~r rel." •• 
\lent over fuselage , vas 
struck by out board .ld. 
of horitan till tail 
Do. 
Went over fUeelage, came 
nellT outbollrd s i de of 
horitontal t ail; cl.ared 
model by 8III6.ll mOlrgin 
_lIO,. ...... :. _ ••••••••••••••••• 
Vent over f usel age and close 
OTer or tmder horizc:mtal 
t"il ; lodic .. t ed po •• ibllity 
of b.lnS struck by hori-
zontlll tllll 
Went over fUBel~e, vas 
.truck b;r outboard s1d" of 
hort tontlll tall 
L::J Up -------------do---------------I Up ------- - -- - --~V'" ---------- --- I -----------------------------1 d,· , _________ .. __ ........ ______ ...... _ _ _ .. I _ .. -_ .... _ .... -- - -- - -_ .. - _ .. -_ .. ----
0580 n"t .pin I n t able I. 
f 500 nat .pin In table I . ~ 
"-' ()) 
~ 
:x> 
8 
~ 
I\) 
fu 
\J1 
Model 
I 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
""7 
hr 
8 
I 9 
I 
I 
alO 
~O 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
l 19 20 21 
"P'ront eoek'p1 t . 
bJlear coc k'p1t • 
R Q 
(tt) (rpe) 
\;1'5 0.42 
4.66 .41 
4 .75 .1,6 
1.83 .49 
2.17 .1>7 
11 .00 .113 
1.50 .1>3 
8.83 .113 
3 .26 .In 
4 .58 .37 
- ...... 
- ... --
---- - .. --
2.88 .112 
4 ." .38 
1>.16 .37 
.,8 .38 
.33 • 36 
0 .1>2 
0 .31> 
1.62 .36 
2 .~ .32 
- ... - ... ----
1, . 30 .40 
TABLE IV.- FULL-SCALE VALUES OF CENTRIPETAL ACCELERATI ONS ACTING ON PllOT 
WRING STEADY SPINS OF AIRPLANES SIMULATED BY FREE-SPINNING MODELS 
nat ol>1ns Steel> op1no 
Q lie lie R Q Q 
(rad1anoloee) ( rt/o~e2) (8) (tt) (rps) ( rad1ano/ oee) 
2.61, 33.1 1.03 ----- ---- ----
2.57 30.8 
·96 5.02 0 .56 3 .52 
2.89 39.7 1.23 ----- ---- ----
3.08 17.1, .~4 ----- ---- ----
2 .~ 18.9 
.'9 ----- ---- ----
2 .70 29·2 ·91 6 .10 .56 3.~2 
2 .70 10·9 .31, -- ... -- - - -- ----
2 .70 64.4 2 .00 ._-_ ... ---- ----
2 .'7 21.~ .67 ----- ---- ... ---
2 .32 24.7 .17 ----- ---- ----
--- .. --- .. 
_ ..... - 13.18 .41 2.'7 
--_ .. - -_ .. -
---- 11>.37 .41 2 .'7 
2 .64 20 .1 .62 11.50 . 36 2 . 39 
2.39 26.0 .81 10.~ .1,0 2 .,1 
2.32 22.11 .70 - - -~- - --- ----
2.39 3 .3 .10 --_ .. - ---- -_ .... 
2.26 1.7 .05 ----- ---- --- .. 
2.64 0 0 .,8 .49 3.08 
2.11, 0 0 ----- ---- -- .... 
2 .26 8.3 .26 -_ ....... --_ .. ----
2 .01 9.1 .28 -_ ... -- ---- -- .. -
---- .. _-- ---- -- .. -- ---- -- .... 
2 .51 27.1 . 8l. -_ .. -- ---- ----
~ 
&c "e 
(ttloee 2) (8) 
----
_ ..... e 
62 .2 1.93 
---- ----
- ... _- ...... --
---- - ... --
75.6 2 .35 
---- --- .. 
---- ----
----
......... 
--- ... - .. --
87.1 2 .71 
911·9 2 .95 
6'.7 2 .04 
69.0 2.11> 
---- ----
---- ----
--- .. .... --
5.6 .17 
---- ----
_ .. _-
--- -
----
.. _--
... ... - .. 
----
----
_ ...... -
, 
, 
, 
, 
~ 
:r> 
8 
~ 
r\) 
&; 
\J1 
I--' 
\0 
20 
-=----
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Figure 2. - Photograph of a model spinning in the Langley 20-foot 
free -spinning tunnel. 
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Figure 3. - Moving-picture strips of pilot release from outboard side. Model 5; right spin. 
(Arrows indicate pilot.) 
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Figure 4.- Moving-picture strips of pilot release from inboard side. 
(Arrows indicate pilOt.) 
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Model 5; right spin. 
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Figure 6.- Moving-picture strips of pilot release from outboard side. Model 20; right spin. 
(Arrows indicate pilot.) 
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Figure 7. - MOving-picture strips of pilot release from inboard side. Model 20; right spin. 
(Arrows indicate pilot.) 
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